A great leader in any profession is also an effective teacher.

- The Citadel's Education Minor builds leadership skills for every profession.
- Education Minor courses count as ROTC Fulfillment.

**EDUCATION MINOR**
Zucker Family School of Education

- **EDUC 101**
  Education in Modern Society

- **EDUC 202**
  Educational Psychology
  ROTC Fulfillment Course

- **EDUC 307**
  Child Development
  ROTC Fulfillment Course

- **EDUC 312**
  Learners with Exceptionalities
  ROTC Fulfillment Course

- **EDUC 206**
  Adolescent Development
  ROTC Fulfillment Course

- **EDUC 409**
  Special Topics Course
  Example Offering: Corporate Ed & Training
  ROTC Fulfillment Course

**OR**

- **EDUC 307**
  Child Development
  ROTC Fulfillment Course

- **EDUC 206**
  Adolescent Development
  ROTC Fulfillment Course

- **Social Justice**
  Course Equivalent*

*as approved by advisor

**AND**

- **EDUC 330**
  Developing Leadership Skills Through Peer Counseling
  ROTC Fulfillment Course